Minutes of NDP Meeting on Tuesday 24th March 2015
Present: Samantha Allen, Jenny Patrick, Andrew Patrick, Bob Sherman,
Janet Thornley, Marian Millington, Hazel Turner, Linda Ridgley, Sean
Neill and Pat Summers
Apologies from John Stringer and Roger Gardner.
Tim Satinet and Paul Quinney working. John Hancock still incapacitated.

Pat Summers showed the graphs & bar charts produced by Katharine
Giblin, based on the 2013 survey. (Which is also available on Power Point)
Samantha Allen had been looking into Consultants and showed a leaflet
she had received from Kirkwells giving their estimated costs. Her
proposal was that Harbury’s Plan should be produced by Kirkwells and
Pat Summers seconded that. Sam would liaise with them to see which
meetings they could attend.
It was decided to hold April’s meeting on 22nd, and to organise a
community consultation at an Open Afternoon on 23rd May in the Village
Hall 2 – 5pm.
Sam produced 6 folders with relevant information so that members of the
group could take them away after deciding on their ‘interest’:
Housing (SA, HT, LR, BS). Traffic & Transport (HT, MM, PS).
Leisure & Wellbeing (JP, AP). Business (PS).
Conservation Area (LR, BS, SN) Community Assets (PS, JT)
Working together members would write out the objectives, and lead on to
policies. The finished lists are then to be emailed to others so that
feedback is obtained before the next meeting. The information will be
displayed at the Open Afternoon so that residents can add/amend through
a suggestion box. A Carnival stand on 13th June is also to be booked.
HT gave the Deppers Bridge emails to PS so she could view them.
HT is going to write the Housing and Traffic & Transport reports for
Deppers Bridge.
JT is writing the letters to go out to community groups inviting them to
the Open Afternoon. PS is writing similar letters , and sending some
emails, to businesses. MM is going to help distribute them
PS is contacting Southam College and Harbury School to have an input
from their students for the Open Afternoon.
BS’s Vision Statement was agreed by the Steering Committee.
The meeting closed at 8.55pm

The next meeting had to be altered to Wednesday 29th April 7.30

